Certified Actuarial Analyst examinations – October 2019
List of successful candidates

The Module 0-4 exams were held from 14-25 October 2019
The Module 5 exam was held on 16 October 2019

Module 0 Entry Test

The pass mark was 65
One hundred and fifty-one presented themselves and seventy-nine passed, namely:

Adegboyega, Olukayode Theophilus
Ahmed, Cylvia
Ali, Tahmid
Au, Amanda
Bataa, Batnyam
Batjargal, Nyamdorj
Berry, Andrew
Bhattacharya, Rohan
Buyankhishig, Bayarjargal
Campo, Aldo
Caramaschi, Elena
Chapman, Kavisha
Che, Cheang
Chen, Xiaomin
Cloete, Ryk Arnoldus Mauritius
Colley, Peter
Deus, Ahimbisibwe
Divilly, Bernadette
Dorjpurev, Purevtulga
Dube, Keith
Ene, Anca-Daniela
Finch, Alec David
Ganesan, Sekar
Gangwani, Pawan
Gaskell, Jack
Gopi, Gaurav
Gova, Godfrey Tawanda
Hyde, Ashleigh
Iloanya, Francis
Jargal, Ariungerel
Jhumun, Yakshna
Kabomo, Senatla Kendrith
Kahuki Mainge, Timothy
Kerai, Bhavana Nanji
Kilu, Danlof Musyoki
Kimani, Kenneth Wambugu
Laizer, Dickson Wilson
Librana, Kalico
Masango, Joseph
Mbedzi, Ipfi
Mcdonald, Ross James
Mcmaster, Nathan David
Mittal, Aasheesh
Mokgware, Olebogeng
Munyadzwe, Mbakiso Katlo
Nakibuule, Flavia
Ndhlouv, Nobukhosi Leticia
Ndlovu, Sipho
Nduati, Tabitha Njeri
Njui, Lilian Wanja
Ojo, Opeolorun
Okot, Justine
Okpo, Bernard Abalu Joel
Parmar, Satvir
Patel, Dillan
Patel, Krupa
Module 1 – Finance and Financial Mathematics

The pass mark was 60
Ninety-six presented themselves and forty-one passed, namely:

Adkins, James Edgar
Altankhuyag, Bujin
Baby, Jerrin
Bandese, Walala Daniel
Bawa, Fatima Saeed
Bennett, Gemma
Cabral, Sofia
Czapiga, Martyna
Farbridge, Richard
Fox, Shannon
George, Kaye
Henry, Robert Anthony
Hogan, Heather Anne
Kibe, Susan
Kilpatrick, Peter
Kpamma, Henry Man’Tieebe
Lalwani, Ankush
Lindsay, Eric
Marasinghe, Yahani Evmini
Moura Gavina, Ana Silvia
Mtamira, Raiza Sibongile

Munro, Hannah
Nakale, Samuel Nghidengwa
Noonan, Sophie
Phuthi, Mthokozisi
Ramkumar, Gowtham
Robertson, Stefanie
Sankey, Jack
Singh, Sundaraj
Sleiman Sanz, Lamia
Smith, Mark Cameron
Sorby, Emma
Taylor, Alistair James Macleod
Teixeira, Sara
Thomas, Reba Maria
Tripp, Joshua
Vasili, Abigail
Weaver, Matthew
Webb, Sophie
Wright, Brian

Module 2 – Statistics and Models

The pass mark was 65
Forty-one presented themselves and twenty-four passed, namely:

Al Faruque, Md. Mamun
Baluku, Morris
Bawa, Fatima Saeed

Bingham, Thomas
Biswa, Bishakha
Bolognesi, Teresa
Brown, Laura Costa, Dulce De Jesus Durináková, Zuzana Ferrari, Dominic George, Kaye Hanson, Ashley Kahuro, Kelvin Ngure Kalam, Abdul Kontrafouri, Despoina

Kyambadde, Paul Martin Mathpal, Bhagwati Shan, Hannah Somani, Nileema Sumbulero, Francis Rambiki Taylor, Sharon Anne Venkatachellam, Meven Vicente Bicho, Cláudia Webster, Thomas

Module 3 – Long Term Actuarial Mathematics

The pass mark was 65
Forty presented themselves and seventeen passed, namely:

Akhvlediani, Giorgi Altankhuyag, Bujin Bandese, Walala Daniel Greenhalgh, Claire Kalapodas, Evangelos Latif, Asad Macabenta, Mark John Lloyd Murray, Alexandra Papa, Edmund Sulumet

Pawlus, Barbara Pullan, Oliver David Soromenho Pinto, Fábio Alexandre Stone, Nathan Mark Voraboud, Somoke Vyapooree, Kesavadee Modely Wilson, Carianne Zhang, Yue

Module 4 – Short Term Actuarial Mathematics

The pass mark was 65
Fifty-four presented themselves and ten passed, namely:

Facey, Georgia Ferrari, Dominic Kiplagat, Wycliffe Lindsay, Eric Mwangi, Leah Wanjiru

Passerini, Federico Snow, Cathryn Thomas Soromenho Pinto, Fábio Alexandre Stone, Nathan Mark Sun, Dong Ping

Module 5 – Models and Audit Trails

The pass mark was 65
Thirty-three presented themselves and twenty-three passed, namely:

Agbabiaka, Debra Albanese, George Cheng, Kok Tong De Sousa Guerra Barrela, Rui Ellis, Andrew Fernandes Tavares, Diana Friel, Thomas Gill, Makhan Goitom, Gideon Halbwachs, Joseph Simon